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We formulate a general model for the growth of scale-free networks under filtering information 
conditions—that is, when the nodes can process information about only a subset of the existing nodes in the 
network. We find that the distribution of the number of incominglinks to a node follows a universal scaling 
form, i.e., that it decays as a power law with an exponential truncation controlled not only by the system size 
but also by a feature not previously considered, the subset of the network “accessible”to the node. We test our 
model with empirical data for the World Wide Web and find agreement.
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There is a great deal of current interest in understanding the structure and growth mechanisms of global networks [1–3], such as the World Wide 
Web (WWW) [4,5] and the Internet [6]. Network structure is critical in many contexts such as Internet attacks [2], spread of an Email virus [7], or 
dynamics of human epidemics [8]. In all these problems, the nodes with the largest number of links play an important role on thedynamics of the 
system. It is therefore important to know the global structure of the network as well as its precise distribution of the number of links.
Recent empirical studies report that both the Internet and the WWW have scale-free properties; that is, the number of incoming links and the 
number of outgoing links at a given node have distributions thatdecay with power law tails [4–6]. It has been proposed [9] that the scale-free 
structure of the Internet and the WWW may be explained by a mechanism referred to as “preferential attachment”[10] in which new nodes link 
to existing nodes with a probability proportional to the number of existing links to these nodes. Here we focus on the stochastic character of the 
preferential attachment mechanism, which we understand in the following way: New nodes want to connect to the existing nodes with the largest 
number of links—i.e., with the largest degree—because of the advantages offered by being linked to a well-connected node. For a large network it 
is not plausible that a new node will know the degrees of all existing nodes, so a new node must make a decision on which node to connect with 
based on what information it has about the state of the network.The preferential attachment mechanism then comes into play as nodes with a 
larger degree are more likely to become known.
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networks leading, possibly, to different dynamics, e.g., for the initiation and spread of epidemics.
In the context of network growth, the impossibility of knowing the degrees of all the nodes comprising the network due to the filtering process—
and, hence, the inability to make the optimal, rational, choice—is not altogether unlike the “bounded rationality” concept of Simon [17].
Remarkably, it appears that, for the description of WWW growth, the preferential attachment mechanism, originally proposed by Simon [10], 
must be modified along the lines of another concept also introduced by him—bounded rationality [17].
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networks leading, possibly, to different dynamics, e.g., for theinitiation and spread of epidemics.
In the context of network growth, the impossibility of knowing the degrees of all the nodes comprising the network due to the filtering process—
and, hence, the inability to make the optimal, rational, choice—is not altogether unlike the “bounded rationality”concept of Simon [17].
Remarkably, it appears that, for the description of WWW growth, the preferential attachment mechanism, originally proposed by Simon [10], 
must be modified along the lines of another concept also introduced by him—bounded rationality [17].
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Bibliometrics STW-funded male and female researchers 

1997-2006

CPP/ CPP/ JCSm/

P CPP Pnc JCSm FCSm FCSm Self-Cit

Male researchers

1997 - 2006 32,050 11.19 0.23 1.15 1.53 1.31 0.22

1997 - 2000 11,375 3.34 0.46 1.14 1.48 1.28 0.31

1998 - 2001 11,796 3.51 0.46 1.14 1.50 1.30 0.30

1999 - 2002 12,150 3.58 0.45 1.13 1.52 1.32 0.30

2000 - 2003 12,558 3.72 0.44 1.12 1.51 1.32 0.29

2001 - 2004 13,025 3.70 0.44 1.12 1.47 1.30 0.28

2002 - 2005 13,813 3.93 0.41 1.10 1.44 1.29 0.27

2003 - 2006 14,372 4.12 0.40 1.12 1.49 1.31 0.27

Female researchers

1997 - 2006 1,793 11.56 0.21 1.11 1.43 1.28 0.21

1997 - 2000 555 3.25 0.44 1.03 1.25 1.22 0.32

1998 - 2001 586 3.60 0.43 1.08 1.38 1.28 0.31

1999 - 2002 647 4.00 0.45 1.18 1.49 1.27 0.27

2000 - 2003 704 4.43 0.41 1.17 1.49 1.26 0.24

2001 - 2004 752 4.48 0.39 1.16 1.47 1.26 0.24

2002 - 2005 842 4.80 0.38 1.13 1.49 1.31 0.23

2003 - 2006 884 5.42 0.37 1.25 1.68 1.33 0.23
32
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NL Chemistry, CPP = f(JCSm) 
top-20% and bottom-20% CPP/FCSm groups

y = 0.6402x1.0271

R2 = 0.8937

y = 1.9661x0.9048

R2 = 0.8635

0.1

1

10

100

0.1 1 10 100

JCSm

CPP

Groups: relation between impact per paper (CPP), 

journal impact (JCSm) and the crown indicator (CPP/FCSm)

Top-groups publish more in top-journals but first of all they 
do better in the non-top-journals

3535

Leiden University
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Delft University of Technology
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Publicatiestrategie vanuit bibliometrisch

standpunt

* Kwaliteit, internationale samenwerking

* Ga voor de betere (maar niet per se de top-) tijdschriften
* Niet te bescheiden met zelf-citaties (maar niet meer dan 30-

35%!)
*Publiceer origineel werk niet buiten je eigen vakgebied, 

hou citerende gebieden in de gaten en schrijf voor buiten
het eigen vakgebied een korter artikel

* Investeer niet te veel tijd en energie aan boeken, reviews 
leveren vaak meer op

* Investeer meer tijd aan websites en andere ‘alerting’ media, 
Open Access

* Medewerkers > co-auteurs, scheve verdeling van talenten…, 
pas op voor ‘verdunners’ (die in non-WoS!)
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Thank you for your attention

more information: www.cwts.leidenuniv.nl


